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Abstract. We investigate the state complexity of the permutation op-
eration on finite languages. We give a tight bound that is expressed in
terms of the longest strings in the unary projection languages. Moreover,
we ask how large a minimal automaton could be for a finite language
such that the lengths of the strings in the unary projection languages
are bounded. Lastly, we look at a restricted class of languages with max-
imal state complexity and derive a state bound expressed in terms of
the state complexity of the input language. This result fits with previous
results on restricted classes for binary alphabets.
Keywords: state complexity · finite automata · finite languages · com-
mutative closure · permutation · Parikh equivalence
1 Introduction
The state complexity of a regular language L is the minimal number of states
needed in a complete deterministic automaton accepting L. Equivalently, it is the
number of Nerode right-equivalence classes. Investigating the state complexity
of the result of a regularity-preserving operation on regular languages, depend-
ing on the state complexity of the regular input languages, was first initiated
in [19] and systematically started in [21]. For a survey and introduction to this
important and vast field see [10]. In general, the permutation operation is not
regularity-preserving. But it is regularity-preserving on finite languages and on
group languages [11, 16]. The state complexity on group languages was studied
in [16], but it is not known if the derived bounds are tight. The state com-
plexity of the permutation operation on finite languages was first investigated
in [8, 20]. In fact, this work draws much inspiration from [8, 20]. There, a gen-
eral bound for a binary alphabet was derived. This general bound is not tight,
but for two restricted classes tight bounds were given. The state complexity of
operations on finite languages for other operations was previously investigated
in [3, 4, 5, 13, 17]. In [8, 20], the question for a tight bound and for an extension
to arbitrary alphabets was raised. Here, we give a tight bound for arbitrary al-
phabet sizes, which is stated in terms of the unary projection languages. Hence,
the theme of a close connection between commutative language and unary lan-
guages, utilised in previous work of the author [14, 15, 16], is reassured here. This
leads naturally to questions about the relation between the state complexity of
a language and the unary projection languages. We tackle one such question by
investigating how large could be the state complexity of a finite language whose
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unary projection languages only admit words up to some bounded lengths. We
also give a state complexity bound in terms of the state complexity of the original
language for a restricted class of languages.
2 Preliminaries and Definitions
Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku be a finite set of symbols1, called an alphabet. The set Σ˚
denotes the set of all finite sequences, i.e., of all words or strings. The finite se-
quence of length zero, or the empty word, is denoted by ε. We set Σ` “ Σ˚ztεu.
We call a word u P Σ˚ a prefix of another word v P Σ˚, if there exists x P Σ˚
such that v “ ux. For a given word we denote by |w| its length, and for a P Σ by
|w|a the number of occurrences of the symbol a in w. Subsets of Σ˚ are called
languages. With N0 “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u we denote the set of natural numbers, includ-
ing zero, and N “ N0zt0u. For some set X , by PpXq we denote the power set of
X , i.e, the set of all subsets of X . Every function f : X Ñ Y induces a function
fˆ : PpXq Ñ PpY q by setting fˆpZq :“ tfpzq | z P Zu. Here, we will denote this
extension also by f . For n P N0 we set rns :“ tk P N0 : 0 ď k ă nu. Let M Ď N0
be some finite set. By maxM we denote the maximal element inM with respect
to the usual order, and we set maxH “ 0. A finite deterministic and complete
automaton will be denoted by A “ pΣ,S, δ, s0, F q with δ : S ˆΣ Ñ S the state
transition function, S a finite set of states, s0 P S the start state and F Ď S the
set of final states. The properties of being deterministic and complete are implied
by the definition of δ as a total function. The transition function δ : S ˆΣ Ñ S
could be extended to a transition function on words δ˚ : S ˆ Σ˚ Ñ S by set-
ting δ˚ps, εq :“ s and δ˚ps, waq :“ δpδ˚ps, wq, aq for s P S, a P Σ and w P Σ˚.
In the remainder we drop the distinction between both functions and will also
denote this extension by δ. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be an automaton, then a
trap state t P Q is a state such that δpt, xq “ t for each x P Σ. The language
accepted by A “ pΣ,S, δ, s0, F q is LpAq “ tw P Σ˚ | δps0, wq P F u. A language
L Ď Σ˚ is called regular if L “ LpAq for some finite automaton. For a language
L Ď Σ˚ and u, v P Σ˚ we define the Nerode right-congruence with respect to
L by u ”L v if and only if @x P Σ : ux P L Ø vx P L. The equivalence class
for some w P Σ˚ is denoted by rws”L :“ tx P Σ˚ | x ”L wu. A language is
regular if and only if the above right-congruence has finite index, and it could
be used to define the minimal deterministic automaton AL “ pΣ,Q, δ, rεs”L, F q
with Q :“ trws”L | w P Σ˚u, δprws”L , aq :“ rwas”L for a P Σ, w P Σ˚ and
F :“ trws”L | w P Lu. It is indeed the smallest automaton accepting L in terms
of states, and we will refer to this construction as the minimal automaton of L.
The state complexity of a regular language is defined as the number of Nerode
right-congruence classes. We will denote this number by scpLq. For u P Σ˚ and
L Ď Σ˚, the quotient of L by u is the set u´1L “ tv P Σ˚ | uv P Lu. If u, v P Σ˚,
we have u ”L v if and only if u´1L “ v´1L. Hence, the quotients could be
used as representatives of the Nerode equivalence classes. Indeed, the automaton
A “ pΣ,Q, δ, L, F q with Q “ tu´1L | u P Σ˚u, F “ tu´1L | u P Σ˚, ε P u´1Lu
and δpu´1L, aq “ puaq´1L is isomorphic to the minimal automaton of L. Hence,
1 If not otherwise stated we assume that our alphabet has the form Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku
and k denotes the number of symbols.
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scpLq “ |tu´1L | u P Σ˚u| for regular L Ď Σ˚. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be an au-
tomaton. A state q P Q is reachable, if q “ δps0, uq for some u P Σ˚. Two states
q, q1 are distinguishable, if there exists u P Σ such that |tδpq, uq, δpq1, uquXF | “ 1.
An automaton for a regular language is isomorphic to the minimal automa-
ton if and only if all states are reachable and distinguishable. We will also talk
about the state complexity of a regularity-preserving operation. If f : PpΣ˚qn Ñ
PpΣ˚q is a regularity-preserving operation, usually its state complexity is the
function scpfq : Nn
0
Ñ N0 given by scpfqpm1, . . . ,mnq “ maxtscpfpL1, . . . , Lnqq |
Li regular with scpLiq ď mi for i P t1, . . . , nuu. The same definition holds for
operations that are only regularity-preserving on subclasses, or if we are only
interested in certain subclasses. Then the domain is restricted to this subclass.
For example, in this work we only look at finite languages. See [10], for exam-
ple, for an overview of a wealth of subclasses of regular languages that where
considered in the literature. But here, we also allow a state complexity bound
to depend on different parameters than merely the state complexity of the in-
put languages, namely later we will give a bound in terms of the lengths of the
longest strings in the unary projection languages. In that case, the state com-
plexity function is expressed in terms of these parameters. The map ψ : Σ˚ Ñ Nk
0
given by ψpwq “ p|w|a1 , . . . , |w|akq is called the Parikh-morphism. For a given
word w P Σ˚ we define permpwq :“ tu P Σ˚ : ψpuq “ ψpwqu and for languages
L Ď Σ˚ we set permpLq :“ ŤwPL permpwq. The language permpLq is also called
the permutational (or commutative) closure of L.
Definition 1. The shuffle operation, denoted by , is defined by
u v :“
"
x1y1x2y2 ¨ ¨ ¨xnyn | u “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn, v “ y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yn,xi, yi P Σ˚, 1 ď i ď n, n ě 1
*
,
for u, v P Σ˚ and L1 L2 :“
Ť
xPL1,yPL2
px yq for L1, L2 Ď Σ˚.
A language L Ď Σ˚ with |Σ| “ 1 is called a unary language. For a language
L Ď Σ˚, the languages ta|w|a | w P Lu for a P Σ are called the unary projec-
tion languages. We will need the well-known inequality of the arithmetic and
geometric mean.
Theorem 1. (AM-GM inequality [1, 7]) Let x1, . . . , xn be n non-negative num-
bers, then
n
?
x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn ď x1 ` . . .` xn
n
, (1)
and equality holds precisely if x1 “ x2 “ . . . “ xn.
For n,m P N0, we set n0 “ 1 and nm “ npn´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pn´m` 1q for m ą 0.
3 Results
First, in Section 3.1, we give our tight bound for the state complexity of the
permutation operation on finite languages. Then, in Section 3.2, we give bounds
for the maximal state complexity of a language whose longest strings in the
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unary projection languages are bounded. Our upper bound is given by a recursive
formula, for which we also derive a closed form for binary alphabets. Lastly, in
Section 3.3, we take a closer look at a restricted class of finite languages that
are maximal for the state complexity of their permutational closure. We give
a bound for the state complexity of the permtuation operation in terms of the
state complexity of the original language. Here, the state complexity is defined
in terms of complete automata. In [8, 20] incomplete minimal automata where
used. As every minimal complete automaton for a finite language has exactly one
additional trap state more than a minimal incomplete automaton, it makes no
essential difference and we can convert state bounds for both models by adding
or subtracting one to the respective variables and expressions representing or
bounding a state complexity. But note that in general this might not hold, for
example for the shuffle operation the bound for minimal incomplete automata
differs from the bound for minimal complete automata [2, 6]. The next result
says something about the structure of minimal automata for finite languages.
Lemma 1. Let L Ď Σ˚ be a finite language. Then, a minimal automaton A “
pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q for L has a unique non-final trap state t, and if δpq, uq “ q for
any u P Σ`, then q “ t. Also, we have a unique final state qf P F such that
δpqf , xq “ t for each x P Σ. If w P L is any word of maximal length in L,
then qf “ δps0, wq, and for each q P Qzttu, we have some u P Σ˚ such that
δpq, uq “ qf .
3.1 A Bound Expressed in the Number of Symbols
Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and L Ď Σ˚ be finite. In [8, 20], bounds were given in
terms of the length of a longest string in L and in terms of the state complexity
of the original language for binary alphabets. Here, we give a tight state bound
in terms of the longest string in the unary projection languages ta|w|ajj | w P Lu
for each letter aj with j P t1, . . . , ku.
Theorem 2. Suppose Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku. Let L Ď Σ˚ be finite, then
scppermpLqq ď
˜
kź
j“1
pmaxt|u|aj | u P Lu ` 1q
¸
` 1.
The bound is sharp, i.e., there exists a finite language L such that the above
inequality is an equality.
Proof. Set nj “ maxt|u|aj | u P Lu ` 1 for j P t1, . . . , ku. Construct A “
pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q with Q “ rn1 ` 1s ˆ . . .ˆ rnk ` 1s Y ttu and
δpps1, . . . , skq, ajq “
" ps1, . . . , sj´1, sj ` 1, sj`1, . . . , skq if sj ă nj
t if sj “ nj .
Also s0 “ p0, . . . , 0q and F “ tδps0, wq | w P Lu. Then LpAq “ permpLq.
By definition, if w P L, then δps0, wq P F . Also, by construction of A, with
u P LpAq we also have permpuq Ď LpAq. Hence, permpLq Ď LpAq. Conversely,
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if δps0, wq P F , then |w|aj ď nj for each j P t1, . . . , ku, as by construction of
A we have F Ď rn1s ˆ . . . ˆ rnks. By definition of F we then have some u P L
with δps0, wq “ δps0, uq. But, also by construction of A, for all x, y P Σ˚ with
maxt|x|, |y|u ď nj for each j P t1, . . . ku, we have
δps0, xq “ δps0, yq ô @j P t1, . . . , ku : |x|aj “ |y|aj .
Hence, w P permpuq Ď permpLq. Next, we show that the bound is sharp. Let
Ln “ pabqn. Then scpLnq “ 2n` 2. We have permpLnq “ tw P ta, bu2n | |w|a “
|w|bu “ tanu tbnu and scppermpLnqq “ pn` 1q2 ` 1. For if u, v P ta, bu˚ with
maxt|u|a, |u|b, |v|a, |v|bu ď n and u R permpvq, then for w “ an´|u|abn´|u|b we
have uw P permpLnq and vw R permpLnq. Hence, the Nerode right-congruence
classes in traxbys | 0 ď x, y ď nu are all distinct. Additionally, we have an
equivalence class ran`1s for all words u with uw R permpLnq for all w P Σ˚. So,
in total, we have pn` 1q2 ` 1 distinct equivalence classes. [\
If L is finite, then maxt|w|aj | j P t1, . . . , ku ď maxt|w| | w P Lu ď scpLq.
Hence, the next is implied.
Corollary 1. If L Ď Σ˚ is finite and non-empty, then scppermpLqq ď scpLq|Σ|.
Also, as L is finite if and only if permpLq is finite, we have a lower bound for
the permutative closure. Note that we have no non-trivial lower bound for infinite
languages. For example, define An “ pta, bu, r2ns, δ, 0, t0uq by setting δp0, aq “
1, δp1, aq “ 0, δp2, aq “ 3, δp3, aq “ 2, . . . , δp2n ´ 2, aq “ 2n ´ 1, δp2n ´ 1, aq “
2n´ 2 and δp0, bq “ 0, δp1, bq “ 2, δp2, bq “ 1, . . . , δp2n´ 3, bq “ 2n´ 2, δp2n´
2, bq “ 2n´3, δp2n´1, bq “ 2n´1. Then LpAnq “ pb`aLnaq˚ with L1 “ b˚ and
Ln`1 “ pbpaLnaq˚bq˚ for n ě 1. This gives permpLpAnqq “ tw P ta, bu | |w|a ” 0
pmod 2qu, as b˚paaq˚ Ď LpAnq for all n ě 1 and it is easily seen that we need an
even number of a’s to return to the start state. Hence scppermpLpAnqq “ 2. But
scpLpAnqq “ 2n, as for even m P r2ns we have δps, pbaqm{2q “ 0 if and only if
s “ m, and for odd m P r2ns we have δps, apbaqpm´1q{2q “ 0 if and only if s “ m.
By setting t0, 1u as the final states in An, we could even construct languages
with permpLpAnqq “ Σ˚ for each n ě 1. In this case, scpLpAnqq “ 2n for n ą 1,
but scpLpA1qq “ 1.
3.2 Relation Between Number of States and Number of Symbols
Usually, as was done for most bounds in [8, 20], state complexity bounds for
regularity preserving operations are formulated in terms of the state complexity
of the original automaton. Hence, questions about the relations of the state
complexity of L to the numbers maxt|w|aj | w P Lu for j P t1, . . . , ku naturally
arose out of the state complexity bound given in Theorem 2, which is formulated
in terms of these numbers. Here, we ask how large the state complexity of a finite
language L could get when the numbers maxt|w|aj | w P Lu for j P t1, . . . , ku
are bounded. In [3], a similar question was tackled, but instead of the lengths of
words in the unary projection languages, in this paper the lengths of the words
in the language where bounded. Here, we introduce a function for the maximal
state complexity in Definition 2 and derive upper and lower bounds for it.
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Definition 2. The function h : Nk
0
Ñ N0 is given by
hpn1, . . . , nkq “ maxtscpLq | L Ď Σ˚,@j P t1, . . . , ku@w P L : |w|aj ď nju.
This function is obviously monotone, but it is also strictly monotone.
Lemma 2. Let pn1, . . . , nkq P N0 and j P t1, . . . , nu. Then
hpn1, . . . , nj , . . . , nkq ă hpn1, . . . , nj ` 1, . . . , nkq.
So, hpn1, . . . , nkq “ maxtscpLq | L Ď Σ˚,@j P t1, . . . , ku : maxt|w|aj | w P Lu “
nju.
Let L Ď Σ˚ be a finite language. The expression hpn1, . . . , nkq with nj “
maxt|u|aj | u P Lu for j P t1, . . . , ku gives an upper bound on the maximal state
complexity of a language Parikh-equivalent to L, where two languages U, V Ď Σ˚
are Parikh-equivalent if permpUq “ permpV q. The state complexity under Parikh
equivalence was studied in [18]. As the bound in Theorem 2 is sharp, we have
pśkj“1pnj ` 1qq ` 1 ď hpn1, . . . , nkq. Also, we always need a non-final trap state
if we have at least one final state. Both observations give the next lower bound2.
Proposition 1. Let pn1, . . . , nkq P Nk0 , then maxt2, p
śk
j“1pnj ` 1qq ` 1u ď
hpn1, . . . , nkq.
If we only allow a single symbol to appear, the value of the function could
be easily calculated.
Proposition 2. For each n ě 0 we have hp0, . . . , 0, n, 0, . . . , 0q “ n` 2.
Proof. Let a P Σ be the symbol that is allowed to appear at most n times, the
other symbols are not allowed to appear at all. Then scptanuq “ n` 2 and every
subset of tam | 0 ď m ď nu could be accepted by an automaton with at most
n` 2 states. [\
Next, we give an upper bound. For this, we define a function g : Nk
0
Ñ N0 by
recursion.
Definition 3. The function g : Nk
0
Ñ N0 is defined by setting gp0, . . . , 0q “ 2
and for pn1, . . . , nkq P Nk0ztp0, . . . , 0qu we set
gpn1, . . . , nkq “
¨
˝ kÿ
j“1,nją0
gpn1, . . . , nj´1, nj ´ 1, nj`1, . . . , nkq
˛
‚´ 2pr ´ 1q ` 1,
where r “ |tnj | nj ą 0u|.
Obviously, both functions g : Nk
0
Ñ N and h : Nk
0
Ñ N0 are symmetric, i.e.,
every permutation of the arguments gives the same result. For arguments with
at most a single non-zero entry, the values of g and h coincide.
2 Or noting that L “ tεu needs at least two states also gives 2 ď hpn1, . . . , nkq with
the monotonicity of the function.
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Proposition 3. For each n ě 0 we have gp0, . . . , 0, n, 0, . . . , 0q “ n` 2.
Now, we show that the function g gives an upper bound for h.
Proposition 4. Let pn1, . . . , nkq P Nk0 , then hpn1, . . . , nkq ď gpn1, . . . , nkq.
Proof. We use induction on the elements of Nk
0
, which could be done as this
set with the product order derived from the usual order on N0 is a well-partial
order [9]. By definition hp0, . . . , 0q “ gp0, . . . , 0q. Now, let pn1, . . . , nkq P Nk0 and
suppose inductively that for each j P t1, . . . , ku with nj ą 0 we have
hpn1, . . . , nj´1, nj ´ 1, nj`1, . . . , nkq ď gpn1, . . . , nj´1, nj ´ 1, nj`1, . . . , nkq.
Let L be a regular language with |w|aj ď nj for all j P t1, . . . , ku. By Lemma 2,
we can suppose maxt|w|aj | w P Lu “ nj for all j P t1, . . . , ku. We use, as
written in Section 2, that for regular L we have scpLq “ |tu´1L | u P Σ˚u|. The
quotients could be used as representatives of the states of a minimal automaton
for L. Intuitively, if we have some minimal automaton L, as we cannot loop back
to the start state if L ‰ H, for each symbol aj P Σ with nj ą 0, we can look at
the automaton that we get if we start in the start that we get after reading aj .
The reachable state set from this new start state does not contain the original
start state, and it accepts the language a´1j L. Then, we can apply our induction
hypothesis on these automata, which are also minimal, and noting that they all
share at least two states. By doing so, we can derive a bound for the number of
states of the minimal automaton for L. Formally, we have
tu´1L | u P Σ˚u “ tLu Y
ď
aPΣ
tpauq´1L | u P Σ˚u.
If nj ą 0, then a´1j L ‰ H, and if nj “ 0, then a´1j L “ H. Also, as L is finite,
with n “ scpLq we have `anj ˘´1 L “ H for any j P t1, . . . , ku. So,H P tpauq´1L |
u P Σ˚u for any a P Σ, which gives
tu´1L | u P Σ˚u “ tLu Y
ď
ajPΣ
nją0
tpajuq´1L | u P Σ˚u.
If j P t1, . . . , ku with nj ą 0, then for each w P a´1j L we have |w|aj ď nj ´ 1 and
|w|aj1 ď nj1 for any j1 P t1, . . . , kuztju. Hence, inductively, if nj ą 0, thenˇˇtu´1ppajq´1Lq | u P Σ˚uˇˇ ď gpn1, . . . , nj´1, nj ´ 1, nj`1, . . . , nkq.
We have u´1ppajq´1L “ pajuq´1L. Lastly, note that, if a´1j L ‰ H, as a´1j L
is finite, if u is some longest string in a´1j L, then pajuq´1L “ tεu. Hence, for
each j P t1, . . . , ku we have tH, tεuu Ď tpajuq´1L | u P Σ˚u. Setting r “ |tj P
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t1, . . . , ku | nj ą 0u| and combining everything gives
|tu´1L | u P Σ˚u| “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇtLu Y ď
ajPΣ,nją0
tpajuq´1L | u P Σ˚u
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ď 1`
kÿ
j“1,nją0
gpn1, . . . , nj´1, nj ´ 1, nj`1, . . . , nkq ´ 2r ` 2
“ gpn1, . . . , nkq.
Hence, we conclude hpn1, . . . , nkq ď gpn1, . . . , nkq for all pn1, . . . , nkq P N0. [\
A Closed Form of g : Nk
0
Ñ N for Binary Alphabets: Here, we assume
Σ “ ta, bu. First, we define a sequence of sequences, which arose out of summing
initial terms of the previous sequence.
Definition 4. For each i P N we define a function Gi : N0 Ñ N0 by setting
G1pnq “ n and
Gi`1pnq “
nÿ
j“1
Gipjq
We have G2pnq “ 1 ` 2 ` . . . ` n “ npn`1q2 . For larger indices, we have the
following closed form.
Proposition 5. For each i P N we have
Gipnq “ 1
i!
pn` i´ 1qi. (2)
In particular, Gip0q “ 0.
Proof. We use the “finite calculus” as outlined in [1, 12]. We have G1pnq “ n,
which fulfills Equation (2). Then, inductively,
Gi`1pnq “
nÿ
j“1
Gipjq “
nÿ
j“1
1
i!
pj ` i´ 1qi “ 1
i!
ˆ pn` 1` i´ 1qi`1
i` 1
˙
“ 1pi ` 1q! pn` iq
i`1.
As pi´ 1qi “ pi´ 1qpi´ 2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pi´ 1´ pi´ 1qq and in the latter product the last
factor equals zero, we get Gip0q “ 0. [\
We want to express the value of gpn,mq for n,m ą 0 by a sum over the num-
bers Gipnq for i P t1, . . . ,mu. But before we can do this, we need the following
result, which is implied by the recursion equation from Definition 3.
Proposition 6. For any n,m ą 0 we have
gpn,mq “
˜
nÿ
i“1
gpi,m´ 1q
¸
` gp0,mq ´ n
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Proof. We do induction on n and use Definition 3. First, asm ą 0 by assumption,
we have gp1,mq “ gp1,m´ 1q ` gp0,mq ´ 1` 1. Then, inductively,
gpn` 1,mq “ gpn` 1,m´ 1q ` gpn,mq ´ 1
“ gpn` 1,m´ 1q `
˜«
nÿ
i“1
gpi,m´ 1q
ff
` gp0,mq ´ n
¸
´ 1
“
˜
n`1ÿ
i“1
gpi,m´ 1q
¸
` gp0,mq ´ pn` 1q. [\
Note that Proposition 6 does not hold if m “ 0. But it also works for n “ 0,
as sums of the form
ř
0
i“1 ai equal zero by definition.
Proposition 7. For any n,m ą 0 we have
gpn,mq “ Gm`1pnq `
˜
mÿ
i“1
i ¨Gm´i`1pnq
¸
` pm` 2q.
Proof. We use induction onm and Proposition 6. By Proposition 6, for n ą 0, we
have gpn, 1q “ přni“1 gpi, 0qq`gp0, 1q´n “ řni“1pi`2q`3´n “ G2pnq`G1pnq`3.
Then, inductively, for m ě 1:
gpn,m` 1q “
˜
nÿ
l“1
gpl,mq
¸
` gp0,m` 1q ´ n
“
˜
nÿ
l“1
«
Gm`1plq `
˜
mÿ
i“1
i ¨Gm´i`1plq
¸
` pm` 2q
ff¸
` gp0,m` 1q ´ n
“ Gm`2pnq `
˜
mÿ
i“1
i ¨Gm`2´ipnq
¸
` pm` 1qG1pnq ` gp0,m` 1q
“ Gm`2pnq `
˜
m`1ÿ
i“1
i ¨Gm`2´ipnq
¸
` gp0,m` 1q
“ Gm`2pnq `
˜
m`1ÿ
i“1
i ¨Gm`2´ipnq
¸
` pm` 1q ` 2.
Hence, the claim is shown. [\
3.3 Languages with permpLq “ U1  . . . Uk
Here, we look closer at finite languages L Ď Σ˚ such that permpLq “ U1 
. . . Uk with Uj Ď taju˚. These languages are special, as for them the bound
stated in Theorem 2 is actually attained. For these languages, we state a bound
expressed in terms of the state complexity of the original automaton. For our
class in question, this bound is an improvement of the general bound stated
in [8, 20] for binary alphabets. First, we state a result which implies that for the
language class under consideration, the state complexity of the permutational
closure is maximal.
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Proposition 8. Let L “ U1  . . . Uk with Uj Ď taju˚ (which implies L “
permpLq). Then scpLq “
´śk
j“1pscpUjq ´ 1q
¯
` 1.
Proof. For j P t1, . . . , ku set nj “ pscpUjq ´ 2q. Then nj is the length of the
longest string in Uj . Let u “ ai11 ¨ ¨ ¨ aikk and v “ ai
1
1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ai1kk with u ‰ v. First,
suppose maxtij, i1ju ď nj for all j P t1, . . . , ku. Suppose, w.l.o.g., ij ă i1j for
some j P t1, . . . , ku. Set w “ an1´i1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ ank´ikk . Then uv P L, but vw R L,
as i1j ` pnj ´ ijq ą nj . Otherwise, suppose, w.l.o.g., that ij ą nj for some
j P t1, . . . , ku. If also i1j1 ą nj1 for some j1 P t1, . . . , ku, then tuw, vwu X L “ H
for every w P Σ˚. Hence u ”L v. If not, then i1j1 ď nj for all j1 P t1, . . . , ku.
Set w “ anj´i11
1
¨ ¨ ¨ank´i1kk . Then vw P L, but uw R L. So, the words ai11 ¨ ¨ ¨ aikk
with ij ď nj for all j P t1, . . . , ku are all inequivalent with respect to the Nerode
right-congruence, the words ai1
1
¨ ¨ ¨aikk with ij ą nj for some j P t1, . . . , ku are
all equivalent, and none of these latter words is equivalent to any one of the
previously considered words ai1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ aikk with ij ď nj for all j P t1, . . . , ku. This
gives scpLq ě
´śk
j“1pscpUjq ´ 1q
¯
` 1 and equality is implied by Theorem 2, or
by noting that the equivalence classes are closed under permutation. [\
As for a finite unary language Uj Ď taju˚, we have scpUjq “ maxt|u| | u P
Uju ` 2, we conclude that if L is finite with permpLq “ U1  . . .  Uk, then
the state complexity of the permutational closure is maximal. Next, we observe
that for these languages, we can also bound the state complexity of the original
language from below. Note that, as permppermpLqq “ permpLq, this also gives a
lower bound for the state complexity of permpLq.
Lemma 3. If L Ď Σ˚ is finite and permpLq “ U1  . . . Uk with Uj Ď taju˚
for j P t1, . . . , ku, then scpLq ě přkj“1 maxt|u| | u P Ujuq ` 2.
Proof. Set mj “ maxt|u| | u P Uju for j P t1, . . . , ku and w “ am11 ¨ ¨ ¨ amkk .
Then w P U1  . . . Uk “ permpLq. Hence we have some permutation u of w
with u P L. If v P L is arbitrary, then |v| “ řkj“1 |v|aj ď řkj“1mj “ |u|. So,
|u| “ maxt|w| | w P Lu. For finite languages, the length of the longest string of
L is at most scpLq ´ 2. This observation gives our claim. [\
Using Lemma 3 and the AM-GM inequality (1), we can derive a bound
expressed with the state complexity of the original language.
Theorem 3. Let L Ď Σ˚ be a finite language such that permpLq “ U1. . .Uk
with Uj Ď taju˚ for j P t1, . . . ku and scpLq “ n. Then
scppermpLqq ď
ˆ
n` |Σ| ´ 2
|Σ|
˙|Σ|
` 1
Proof. Set mj “ maxt|u| | u P Uju for j P t1, . . . , ku. By Theorem 2, we have
scppermpLqq ď
´śk
j“1pmj ` 1q
¯
` 1. By the AM–GM inequality (1), we have
˜
kź
j“1
pmj ` 1q
¸
` 1 ď
˜
přkj“1mjq ` k
k
¸k
` 1.
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Using Lemma 3, we find přkj“1mjq ` k ď n` pk ´ 2q, so˜
přkj“1mjq ` k
k
¸k
ď
ˆ
n` pk ´ 2q
k
˙k
.
Combining everything gives our claim. [\
Note that the above bound does not hold in general. For example, let n ą
m ě 0 andΣ “ ta, bu with L “ Σman´m. Then scpLq “ n`2 and scppermpLqq “
n` pn´ 1q ` pn ´ 2q ` . . . pn ´mqq ` 2. In particular, for m “ pn´ 1q, we get
scppermpLqq “ npn`1q
2
` 2, and
npn` 1q
2
` 2 ą n
2
4
` 1
for n ě 0.
4 Conclusion
We have given a tight bound for the state complexity of the permutation of a
finite language. This bound is expressed in terms of the unary projection lan-
guages and depends on the alphabet size. As the state complexity of a regularity
preserving operation is usually expressed in terms of the state complexity of
the input language(s), the question about the relation of this state complexity
and the unary projection languages arises. We derived bounds on how large the
state complexity for a finite language can get for given bounds on the number
of symbols in each word. The lower bound we have derived is tight, as it is
achieved by the permutational closure of a finite language for which this clo-
sure has maximal state complexity. But, we do not know if the upper bound is
tight. Beside from that, for future investigations, similar questions on the rela-
tion between the state complexity scpLq and the numbers maxt|u|aj | u P Lu
for L Ď Σ˚ and j P t1, . . . , ku could be asked, for example, characterizing those
finite languages for which the state complexity is strictly larger than that of
the permutation closure, or for which the state complexity of the permutational
closure is strictly larger. Lastly, we have looked at a restricted class and derived
a (non-tight) state complexity bound expressed in terms of the state complexity
of the original automaton.
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5 Appendix
Here we collect some proofs not given in the main text.
5.1 Proof of Lemma 1 (See page 4)
Lemma 1. Let L Ď Σ˚ be a finite language. Then, a minimal automaton A “
pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q for L has a unique non-final trap state t, and if δpq, uq “ q for
any u P Σ`, then q “ t. Also, we have a unique final state qf P F such that
δpqf , xq “ t for each x P Σ. If w P L is any word of maximal length in L,
then qf “ δps0, wq, and for each q P Qzttu, we have some u P Σ˚ such that
δpq, uq “ qf .
Proof. In a minimal automaton, a non-final trap state is always unique. Also, a
minimal automaton admits a non-final trap state if and only if we have some word
w P Σ˚ such that wu R L for each u P Σ˚, which is obviously fulfilled for finite
languages. If δpq, uq “ q with q ‰ t, then, as q ‰ t, we have some w P Σ˚ with
δpq, wq P F . Also, by minimality, every state is reachable, i.e., we have v P Σ˚
with δps0, vq “ q. This would give vu˚w Ď L, but as u P Σ`, then L would
be infinite, which is excluded by assumption. Let qf “ δps0, wq, with w P L of
maximal length in L. Then, for each u P Σ`, we have δpqf , uq R F . Hence, for any
x P Σ we have δpqf , xq “ t, as both states are equivalent and the automaton is
minimal. In any minimal automaton, a final state with this property is uniquely
determined. Lastly, for any q P Qzttu, we can find u P Σ˚ such that δpq, uq P F ,
for otherwise q would equal t by minimality of the automaton. If q P F and
δpq, uq R F for each u P Σ`, then q “ qf . Otherwise, suppose for all u P Σ˚
we have δpq, uq ‰ qf . By the above reasoning, we find a sequence ui P Σ` and
qi P F for i P N such that δpqi, uiq “ qi`1 P F with q1 “ q. But, as only at the
trap state we have a loop, this gives qi`1 P F ztq1, . . . , qiu. But such a sequence
is impossible for finite F . Hence, for some u P Σ` we must have δpq, uq “ qf . If
q R F and q ‰ t, then δpq, uq P F for some u P Σ`, as otherwise we would have
q “ t. Then, we can continue reasoning as above with δpq, uq P F . [\
5.2 Proof of Lemma 2 (See page 6)
Lemma 2. Let pn1, . . . , nkq P N0 and j P t1, . . . , nu. Then
hpn1, . . . , nj , . . . , nkq ă hpn1, . . . , nj ` 1, . . . , nkq.
So, hpn1, . . . , nkq “ maxtscpLq | L Ď Σ˚,@j P t1, . . . , ku : maxt|w|aj | w P Lu “
nju.
Proof. Let pn1, . . . , nkq P Nk0 . Suppose L Ď Σ˚ is a non-empty finite language
with maxt|u|aj | u P Lu ď nj for j P t1, . . . , ku. Fix j P t1, . . . , ku. Intuitively,
given an automaton for L, we can add additional states after the final state
qf from Lemma 1 to read in more aj’s, and these states are distinguishable.
But, for our proof, instead of using autoamta, we will argue with quotients. By
Lemma 1, reformulated for quotients, u is a longest string from L if and only
if u´1L “ tεu. Set V “ tu P Σ˚ | u´1L “ tεuu, m “ maxt|u|aj | u P V u and
U “ LY tuanj`1´mj | u P V u.
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(i) We have maxt|u|aj | u P Uu “ nj ` 1 and maxt|u|ar | u P Uu ď nr for
r P t1, . . . , kuztju.
The added words in tuanj`1´mj | u P V u fulfill these bounds for the unary
projection languages. More specifically, to argue that we actually have
maxt|u|aj | u P Uu “ nj ` 1
and not only maxt|u|aj | u P Uu ď nj ` 1, choose any word w P L with
|w|aj “ maxt|u|aj | u P Lu. By Lemma 1, we have some x P Σ˚ such that
wx P V . Hence m “ |wx|aj “ |w|aj and |wxanj`1´mj | “ nj ` 1, where
wxa
nj`1´m
j P U .
(ii) Let u,w P Σ˚. If u´1L ‰ w´1L, then u´1U ‰ w´1U .
Suppose u´1L ‰ w´1L for u,w P Σ˚. Without loss of generality, we can
assume ux P L and wx R L for some x P Σ˚. We have tεu Ď puxq´1L Ď
puxq´1U . First, suppose pwxq´1L ‰ H. Then, wx R V anj`1´mj , as v´1L “
H for each v P V anj`1´mj , as we read in words that are longer than the
longest strings in L. Hence, as pwxq´1U “ pwxq´1L Y pwxq´1V anj`1´mj ,
we have tεu X pwxq´1U “ H, which implies puxq´1U ‰ pwxq´1U . So
u´1U ‰ w´1U . Now, suppose pwxq´1L “ H. By Lemma 1, reformulated for
quotients, we can choose y P Σ˚ such that puxyq´1L “ tεu, i.e., uxy P V .
But then, a
nj`1´m
j P puxyq´1U . So tεu Ď puxyanj`1´mj q´1U , but
pwxyanj`1´mj q´1U “ pwxyanj`1´mj q´1LY pwxyanj`1´mj q´1V anj`1´mj
“ H,
as wxy is not a prefix of any word in V . So, if u´1L ‰ w´1L, then u´1U ‰
w´1U .
(iii) We have scpLq ă scpUq.
The previous item (ii) implies scpLq ď scpUq. Next, we argue that we have
at least one more quotient for the language U than for L, i.e., scpLq ă scpUq.
Choose any u P Σ˚. If u´1L ‰ H, then, by Lemma 1, we can find x P Σ˚
such that puxq´1L “ tεu. Hence, if u´1L ‰ H, then xanj`1´mj P u´1U for
some x P Σ˚. Hence, with (ii), we have scpLq ´ 1 distinct quotients
tu´1U | u´1L ‰ Hu
and, for any v P V , the quotient pvanj`1´mj q´1U “ tεu and, for any x P Σ,
the quotient pvanj`1´mj xq´1U “ H. Hence, in total, scpUq ě scpLq ` 1.
So, for any language whose unary projection languages are bounded by
pn1, . . . , nkq, we can find another language whose unary projection languages
are not bounded by pn1, . . . , nkq, but by pn1, . . . , nj ` 1, . . . , nkq for any j P
t1, . . . , ku and which has strictly larger state complexity. In particular, ap-
plied to a language with state complexity hpn1, . . . , nkq, gives our claim. So,
if scpLq “ hpn1, . . . , nkq with |w|aj ď nj for each w P L and j P t1, . . . , ku, then
maxt|w|aj | w P Lu “ nj , which implies the alternative form for hpn1, . . . , nkq.
[\
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5.3 Proof of Proposition 3 (See page 7)
Proposition 3. For each n ě 0 we have gp0, . . . , 0, n, 0, . . . , 0q “ n` 2.
Proof. By definition gp0, . . . , 0q “ 2. Then, for any n ě 0, we can reason induc-
tively: gp0, . . . , n` 1, . . . , 0q “ gp0, . . . , n, . . . , 0q ` 1 “ n` 2` 1 “ pn` 1q ` 2.[\
Lastly, let us tabulate some values of gpn,mq.
n
m 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 3 5 8 12 17 23 30
2 4 8 15 26 42 64 93
3 5 12 26 51 92 155 247
